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Abstract—RFID tracking attracts a lot of research efforts in recent years. Most of the existing approaches, however, adopt an orientation-oblivious model. When tracking a target whose orientation changes, those approaches suffer from serious accuracy degradation. In order to achieve target tracking with pervasive applicability in various scenarios, we in this paper propose OmniTrack, an orientation-aware RFID tracking approach. Our study presents a generic model that describes the linear relationship between the tag orientation and the phase change of the backscattered signals. Based on this finding, we propose an orientation-aware phase model to explicitly quantify the respective impact of the read-tag distance and the tag’s orientation. OmniTrack addresses practical challenges in tracking the location and orientation of a mobile tag. Our experimental results demonstrate that OmniTrack achieves centimeter-level location accuracy and has significant advantages in tracking targets with varying orientations, compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Location is indispensable information in modern industry. Target tracking, namely, to continuously determine the location of a mobile target, has great significance and therefore attracts a lot of research efforts in the area of industrial cyber-physical systems (CPS) [16], [22], [25], [27]. Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) has been widely applied in industrial scenarios [2], [11]. Due to its low cost, ease of deployment, and high efficiency in terms of information gathering, RFID is deemed as a promising solution for target tracking [14], [18], [26].

Early works on RFID-based localization and tracking rely on the received signal strength (RSS) to calculate the distance between a reader and a tag or construct a RSS map for fingerprinting. Since RSS is susceptible to environmental dynamics and external signals, the accuracy of those approaches is limited. Recently, researchers propose to exploit signal phase information for RFID tracking. Compared to RSS, the phase change between the transmitted and the backscattered signals is more reliable as an indicator of the reader-tag distance. BackPos in [8] localizes a tag according to the finding that the difference of the phases received by two antennas of a reader corresponds to the difference of the distances from the tag to the two antennas. Assuming that the phase change is solely determined by the reader-tag distance, Tagoram [26] and MobiTagbot [14] exploit the holography to estimate the probability that a tag is located at a certain location.

The phase change, however, is jointly determined by both the reader-tag distance and the tag’s orientation. Most of the existing approaches adopt an orientation-oblivious model that neglects the non-trivial impact of orientation on the phase change. The tracking accuracy will degrade when the tag’s orientation changes while moving. A few works address the problem of orientation change [21], but they cannot be applied to the scenarios where the location and the orientation simultaneously change. There are many such scenarios in industrial applications, as shown in Fig. 1. For example, on a medicine bottling line and a soda production line, the bottles move along the lines with continuous self-rotation. Other production lines make operations to the moving targets, such as labeling or spray painting, which not only require the information of orientation, but also change the orientation of the targets. Besides the product lines, applications such as luggage sorting and warehouse inventory will also inevitably experience simultaneous changes in location and orientation. Directly using an orientation-oblivious model will be error-prone, not to mention the inability to calculate the orientation. In such scenarios, orientation-aware tracking has practical significance, but remains an open problem.

To tackle the above problem, we may meet the following challenges. First, though we know that the backscattered signals from a RFID tag is anisotropic, the relationship be-
between the phase and the orientation is still unclear. Blurring the impact of orientation on the signal phase inevitably introduces errors in tracking a tag. Second, the tag’s orientation and the reader-tag distance jointly affect the phase of the received signal at the reader. A group of phase measurements often correspond to a number of possible location-orientation combinations. Without an effective solution to cope with such ambiguity, the tracking process cannot converge to a unique result.

In this paper, we propose OmniTrack, an orientation-aware tracking approach that applies to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) RFID systems.

- By exploiting the phenomenon of tag polarization, we conduct real-world observation and discover the linear relationship between the phase change of the signal and the tag’s orientation. Based on this finding, we propose a generic orientation-aware model to explicitly quantify the respective impact of the reader-tag distance and the tag orientation on the phase change.

- We propose a light-weight and accurate tracking approach called OmniTrack. To the best of our knowledge, OmniTrack is the first approach that can pinpoint tag’s location and orientation simultaneously. OmniTrack also deals with practical challenges in initializing, updating, and calibrating the location and orientation of a mobile tag. We further present the extension of OmniTrack for tracking in 3D space.

- We implement OmniTrack on a COTS RFID platform. The experimental results demonstrate that OmniTrack achieves centimeter-level location accuracy and has significant advantages in tracking targets with varying orientations, compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss the related works in Section 2. Section 3 shows the limitation of the existing phase model and presents the orientation-aware phase model. In Section 4 we elaborate on the design of OmniTrack. Section 5 discusses important issues concerning the applicability and the extensibility of OmniTrack in practice. Section 6 presents the implementation details and the evaluation results. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORKS

This section reviews the state of the arts in RFID localization, tracking, and rotation detection. At the end of this section, we briefly discuss how our work differs from the existing works.

RFID Localization and Tracking: Early proposals on RFID localization and tracking generally exploit RSS for location inference. Depending on the specific technique, the existing works can be classified into two categories: RSS-based ranging [1], [4] and fingerprinting [10]. Since RSS is susceptible to environmental dynamics and external signals, ranging based on those environment-dependent propagation models are generally inaccurate. The accuracy of fingerprint-based approaches, however, is constrained by the granularity of site survey or the density of deployed tags.

In recent years the research focus moves onto phase-based localization and tracking [5], [7], [8], [14], [26], [29]. The phase change between the transmitted and the backscattered signals can be an approximate indicator of the reader-tag distance. Liu et al. [8] directly uses such a phase model to estimate the distance differences from the tag to multiple antennas. And then a hyperbolic positioning method is exploited to localize a tag. In [29], multi-frequency approaches are used to obtain more accurate ranging data for localization.

Phase change introduced by a backscattering tag is a non-negligible factor in phase-based localization and tracking [28]. Under this circumstances, the holographic approaches are proposed and achieve so far the best accuracy. Miesen et al. [9] introduce a holographic scheme to localize a tag with phase values sampled from a synthetic aperture on the RFID reader. Parr et al. [12] exploit tag mobility and adopt Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) to generate holograms for tag localization and tracking. Tagoram [26] proposes Differential Augmented Hologram (DAH) to track the tag accurately. MobiTagbot in [14] improves the holographic approach with channel hopping to suppress the multi-path effect. Angle of Arrival (AoA) is another metric proposed for localization and tracking [6], [20], [24], which can be derived from the phase difference at different antennas.

RFID Rotation Detection: There are works based on RFID system for orientation or rotation detection. RFP-compass [19] uses a 2D-pane partitioning method to navigate a robot to gradually converge to the object’s orientation, but it cannot directly track the object’s orientation. The works in in [3], [17] deploy dense RFID tags to cover the site of interest and then detect position and orientation of the target with a reader installed on it. They need complex and burdensome preparation before tracking, which limits the practical applicability. PolarDraw [15] leverages electromagnetic polarization to identify tag movement, by utilizing information like phase change and RSS. Tagyro [21] proposes a 3D rotation detection system that exploits the phase difference. It requires two sets of tags attached to the target and two readers for rotation detection. They realize 3D rotation detection, however, under the assumption that the position of the target is fixed.

As we exemplify before, tracking targets with the varying orientation is a frequent task in practical production lines. Neglecting the impact of the varying orientation will cause the loss of tracking accuracy. Most of the existing works overlook this problem or tolerate the orientation-induced errors by employing certain probabilistic methods [9], [12], [26]. As for the orientation tracking approaches, most of them consider the orientation change while assuming a fixed location. Our work for the first time explicitly addresses the above problem and innovates RFID tracking with orientation-awareness. OmniTrack can simultaneously pinpoint the location and the orientation. Compared to the existing works, OmniTrack has significant advantages in tracking targets with varying orientations.

3 ON THE ORIENTATION-AWARENESS OF THE PHASE MODEL

In this section, we first introduce the limitations of the traditional phase model adopted in the existing approaches.
then we conduct the experiments to show the huge impact of the tag polarization on the received phases. To explain the phenomenon, we theoretically analyze the signal propagation in RFID systems and propose the orientation-aware phase model.

### 3.1 Limitations of the Orientation-oblivious Model

A typical scenario of backscatter oblivious communication is shown in Fig. 2. The phase received by the reader is defined as the modulo difference between the phases of the transmitted signal and the received signal. The orientation-oblivious phase model will model the phase $\phi$ based on the distance between the tag and the reader:

$$\phi = \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \times 2d + \delta\right) \mod 2\pi$$

where $d$ is the reader-tag distance. $\phi_{Tx}$, $\phi_{Rx}$, and $\phi_{Tag}$ are the phase changes introduced by the reader’s transmitter, the tag, and the reader’s receiver circuit. $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the signal. $\phi_{Tx}$ and $\phi_{Rx}$ are the constants that are only related to the hardware circuits. In this model, $\phi_{Tag}$ is commonly treated as a constant or the random noise. The real-world experiment, however, shows that the phase change can achieve up to $2\pi$ as shown in Fig. 4 when we fix the reader-to-tag distance as 1 m and rotate the tag for one cycle as shown in Fig. 3.

The variation in the received phase will lead to inaccuracy of the target localization. For example shown in Fig. 5, when we rotate the tag to different orientation $a$, $b$ and $c$, it will be wrongly located at position $P_a$, $P_b$ and $P_c$ rather than its actual position $P_0$. The error can achieve up to half of the wavelength (about 15 cm).

### 3.2 The Orientation-aware Phase Model

The orientation change can affect the received phase, which makes the performance of the existing phase-based localization and tracking approaches degrade. Therefore, it is important to build up a new phase model that can accurately account for the impacts of both the distance and orientation.

#### 3.2.1 Polarization

Before presenting the new phase model, we explain why the orientation can change the phase of the received signal. The phenomenon is actually caused by the polarization. Fig. 6 shows the two types of polarization that exist with the RFID system. The first type of polarization is called linear polarization, which is commonly seen in strip-sized RFID tag. With such polarization, the signal transmitted by the tag maintains its direction of electric field in a certain line. This direction is called polarization direction and corresponds to the body direction of the strip-sized tag.

Another type of polarization is called circular polarization. Different from linear polarization, circular polarization makes the direction of electric field continuously change as a circle as shown in Fig. 6. This polarization is implemented in circularly-polarized RFID antennas and used to extend the receiving range. The most important property of polarization is the signal can only be received along the polarization direction. For example, if the direction of a linearly-polarized signal is orthogonal to the direction of a linearly-polarized antenna, the antenna can’t receive the signal. Furthermore, if the two directions have a certain angle, the antenna can only receive the projected signal onto the polarization direction of the antenna.

The polarization direction of a strip-sized tag will change when we rotate the tag. Accordingly, the received signal by the antenna changes, which affects the received phase. Given the above-described reason of the phase change, we can mathematically derive the propagation of the signal in a RFID system to build up an orientation-aware phase model.

#### 3.2.2 Phase model

We assume the tag is linearly-polarized and the antenna is circularly-polarized, which is a typical setup in many RFID systems. The circularly-polarized antenna can be abstracted as the combination of two linearly-polarized antennas as shown in Fig. 6.

The signal sent by the reader is:

$$S(t) = uc\cos(kt) + vsin(kt)$$

where $u$, $v$ are the directional vectors of the two abstracted linearly-polarized antennas. The signal received by the tag first travels for $d$ distance and is projected onto the tag’s polarization direction $w$:

$$S_r(t) = (u \cdot w)\cos(kt - \phi_d + \phi_f) + (v \cdot w)\sin(kt - \phi_d + \phi_f)$$

where $\phi_d = 2\pi d/\lambda$ is the phase offset of the distance and $\phi_f$ is the phase offset caused by the tag’s hardware. Then the signal bounces off the tag and returns to the antenna. Again, the signal can only be received along two directions $u$, $v$. The two signals add up at last to form the final received signal $R(t)$:

$$R(t) = R_u(t) + R_v(t - \Delta t) = \cos(kt - 2\phi_d - \phi_t - \phi_r - \phi_o)$$

$$\tan\phi_o = \frac{2(u \cdot w)(v \cdot w)}{(u^2 - v^2)^2}$$
\[ \phi_d, \phi_1, \phi_r \] are the phase offsets corresponding to the distance, tag’s hardware and the reader’s hardware. \( \phi_o \) is the phase offset corresponding to the orientation of the tag. Therefore, we in Eq. (4) quantitatively derive the relationship between the orientation and the phase.

As a special case, when we set the direction of the tag rotate in the uv plane, \( \phi_{ho} \) changes linearly with the rotation angle \( \theta \) (orientation). This is in accordance with the observation from Fig. 4.

### 3.3 Empirical Observations

It is still necessary to verify our model in real experiments even though we derive it based on the signal propagation. In order to prove the correctness of our model, we conduct experiments in both 2D and 3D space to compare the results.

In our experiments, we fix the distance (1m) between the tag and the antenna, which are polarized linearly and circularly respectively. We rotate the tag for one cycle with different incline angles (the angle between the antenna plane and the tag’s polarized direction).

Fig. 10 shows the results. We can find the real received phases match the theoretical phases derived from our phase model. There are also some shift between the two data because we manually set the \( \phi_d \) and \( \phi_r \) to zero. The overall matched changing trends demonstrate the correctness of our new phase model.

In 2D space, we can find the phase change is linearly related to the orientation change and the changing rate is constant. Although the linear relation fluctuates when the incline angle is not zero, we can still exploit the linearity when the angle is less than 30\(^\circ\) because the error between the real phase and the derived phase is less than 0.1 radian, which corresponds to less than 0.5cm in distance. We also conduct experiments with different types of linearly-polarized tags to show the stability of our model. Fig. 8 shows the results with three different tags (Alien 9662, Alien 9654 and Impinj E52). Fig. 9 shows the results with different tag-antenna distance. This linear relation serves as the cornerstone of our 2D tracking algorithm that tracks both the location and orientation.

### 4 Design

The design of OmniTrack must meet the following goals:

1. The location and orientation must be accurately tracked;
2. An initial location and orientation should be provided to ensure the tracking accuracy and efficiency;
3. Accumulated errors should be tackled with appropriately.

The overview of OmniTrack is shown in Fig. 11. The system takes the phase and RSSI as its inputs and a core component Updating Component is used to track the current location and orientation with such inputs. Initialization Component provides the initial location and orientation by using techniques like channel hopping and phase pattern matching. Calibration Component exploits long-term RSSI features or special cases to control the accumulated errors during the tracking.

We will first design an 2D algorithm with the linear orientation-phase relation and then extend it to 3D tracking with the generalized orientation-aware phase model.

#### 4.1 2D Orientation-aware Tracking

In 2D tracking, we deploy an RFID reader with two antennas as shown in Fig. 12. It queries the tag continuously and reports each phase reading.
The detailed updating process runs as follows. As illustrated in Fig. 12, suppose we have phase readings from antennas $A_1$ and $A_2$ at time $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$. We denote the corresponding phase readings by $\phi_p^i$, where $p$ is the antenna index and $i$ is the time index. The phases at time $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$ are shown below according to Eq. (4):

$$\begin{align*}
\phi_p^i &= \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \times 2d_p^i + k \times \theta_p^i + c_p^i\right) \mod 2\pi \\
\phi_{p+1}^i &= \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \times 2d_{p+1}^i + k \times \theta_{p+1}^i + c_p^i\right) \mod 2\pi
\end{align*}$$

(5)

$d_p^i$ denotes the distance between the antenna $p$ ($p = 1, 2$) and the tag at time $t_i$. $\theta_p^i$ denotes the angle between the tag’s polarized direction and antenna-tag direction. $c_p^i$ is the constant phase offset of each antenna.

Suppose the tag’s location and orientation at $t_i$ are known, our task is to calculate $d_{p+1}^i$ and $\theta_{p+1}^i$. Note that there are only two constraints in Eq. (5) corresponding to the two antennas. Solving Eq. (5) does not yield a unique solution. We need to exploit additional geometric relationship to determine the tag’s location and orientation.

It is helpful that the rotation angle $\Delta \theta_p^i$ between adjacent samples will be same for two antennas. Therefore, by subtracting two phases at adjacent samples, we will have:

$$\Delta \phi_p^i = \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \times 2\Delta d_p^i + k \times \Delta \theta_p^i\right) \mod 2\pi$$

(6)

According to the above inference, $\Delta \theta_p^i = \Delta \theta_p^i$. By further subtracting $\Delta \phi_1^i$ and $\Delta \phi_2^i$ in Eq. (6), we can eliminate the impact of rotation angles and get

$$\begin{align*}
\Delta \phi_i &= \Delta \phi_2^i - \Delta \phi_1^i = \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \times 2\Delta d_i\right) \mod 2\pi \\
\Delta d_i &= (d_{i+1}^2 - d_i^2) - (d_i^2 - d_i^2)
\end{align*}$$

(7)

Recall that we know the previous position and orientation of the tag, the distance difference $(d_{i+1}^2 - d_i^2)$ is known. According to Eq. (7), we can obtain the distance difference at time $t_{i+1}$ as long as $\Delta \phi_i$ is uniquely determined.

Fig. 12 illustrates the geometric relationship during tracking. According to the triangle inequality theorem, we have

$$|d_{i+1}^2 - d_i^2| < 2m, |d_{i+1}^2 - d_{i+1}^2| < 2m$$

(8)

$2m$ is the distance between the two antennas. Thus if we make the distance between the two antennas within the half-wavelength $\frac{\lambda}{2}$ (about 15cm), then we have

$$|d_{i+1}^2 - d_i^2| < \frac{\lambda}{2}, |d_{i+1}^2 - d_{i+1}^2| < \frac{\lambda}{2}.$$  

(9)

That means the $-\frac{\lambda}{2} < \Delta d < \frac{\lambda}{2}$, which constrains the range of the phase between $-2\pi$ and $2\pi$ according to Eq. (7). In this way, we can eliminate the phase ambiguity and obtain $(d_{i+1}^2 - d_i^2)$. Actually, the constraints for the distance between antennas can be relaxed based on the feasible region proposed in BackPos [8].

So far we know the position of the antennas and the difference of the distances from the tag to the antennas, the tag is located in a hyperbola with the two antennas as the focus. As shown in Fig. 13, we denote the current location of the tag by $P_i$. The tag’s movement direction consists of two projected directions: $A_1P_i$ and $A_2P_i$. As illustrated before, the sampling interval of the reader is very short so that we can assume the tag’s moving direction doesn’t change during a sampling interval. The moving distances $\Delta d_{1,i}^1$, $\Delta d_{2,i}^1$ from time $t_i$ to time $t_{i+1}$ at the two projected directions can be calculated according to Eq. (6):

$$\Delta d_{p,i}^1 = \left(\frac{\lambda}{4\pi}\right) (\Delta \phi_p^i - k \times \Delta \theta_p^i)$$

(10)

We can then calculate the new position of the tag $P_{i+1}$ by:

$$P_{i+1} = P_i + \Delta d_{1,i}^1 A_1P_i + \Delta d_{2,i}^1 A_2P_i$$

(11)

The new location of the tag is the intersection of line $P_iP_{i+1}$ and the hyperbola described before. We define the line connecting two antennas as the X axis and the vertical bisector of the two antennas as the Y axis. Then we have:

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{x^2}{a^2} - \frac{y^2}{b^2} &= 1 \\
m^2 - a^2 &= b^2 (b > 0) \\
x_1 + \Delta d_{1,i}^1 \cos \alpha_{1,i} + \Delta d_{2,i}^1 \cos \alpha_{2,i} &= x \\
y_1 + \Delta d_{1,i}^1 \sin \alpha_{1,i} + \Delta d_{2,i}^1 \sin \alpha_{2,i} &= y
\end{align*}$$

(12)

$\alpha_{1,i}$ and $\alpha_{2,i}$ are denoted in Fig. 13. Solving the above equation yields the tag’s rotation angle $\Delta \theta_p$ and new coordinates $(x, y)$. Through the above updating process, OmniTrack keeps tracking the location and the orientation of a moving tag.

It is worth noting that for ease of illustration, we present the algorithm as the antennas are located at the same plane of tag rotation. In practice, OmniTrack works as long as the perpendicular distance $h$ from the antennas to the tag rotation plane is known. The moving distance of a tag can be calculated using our algorithm, according to the geometric relation as shown in Fig. 16.

4.2 Initialization

OmniTrack tracks the target in an iterative way according to the consecutively received phases, the previous location, and the previous orientation of the target. We should...
design a light-weight component to calculate both the initial location and orientation of the target. The initialization component mainly uses the techniques of channel hopping and RSS pattern matching.

4.2.1 Channel Hopping

According to our orientation-aware phase model provided in Eq. (4), the random hardware phase offset denoted by $c$ can make the distance derivation unreliable. However, we observe that our orientation-aware phase model in Eq. (4) can also be expressed as follow:

$$\phi = \left(\frac{2\pi f}{v} \times 2d + k \times \theta + c\right) \mod 2\pi$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$f$ is the frequency of the carrier wave and $v$ is the speed of the electromagnetic wave.

The phase changes linearly with the frequency. If we measure multiple phase readings with channel hopping, the effect of the angle $\theta$ and hardware $c$ can be eliminated through the subtraction among the phase readings with different frequencies.

In COTS RFID system, the gaps of adjacent hopping channels are equal, we still can’t solve out a unique distance through phase differences.

In OmniTrack, we make the antennas to hop the channels with the same frequency gap $\Delta f$, then we can obtain the phase change $\Delta \phi_i$ corresponding to the frequency change $\Delta f$ at the antenna $i$. The $\Delta \phi_i$ can be expressed as:

$$\Delta \phi_i = \left(\frac{4\pi}{v} \times d_i \times \Delta f\right) \mod 2\pi$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

d$_i$ is the distance between the tag and the antenna $i$. There still exists phase ambiguity. However, with at least two antennas, we can obtain the distance difference between the tag and two antennas $i$ and $j$:

$$\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi_i - \Delta \phi_j = \left(\frac{4\pi}{v} \times (d_i - d_j) \times \Delta f\right) \mod 2\pi$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

We observe that $d_i - d_j$ is unique if $|d_i - d_j| < \frac{2\pi}{v}$, which constrains the range of $\Delta \phi$ between $-2\pi$ and $2\pi$. As shown in Fig. 14, we can locate the tag in a hyperbola defined by the two antennas and the distance difference. When there are more antennas, we can draw multiple hyperbolas for each two antennas and locate the tag at their intersecting point.

4.2.2 Pattern Matching

The phase and RSS received by the reader can present unique pattern when we rotate the tag by one cycle (360°) at a fixed position. As shown in Fig. 17, the phase changes linearly with the relative rotation angle, which satisfies our phase model in Eq.(4). The relation between the RSS and the rotating angle satisfies the sinusoid function. When the tag rotates to point at the reader (the $\theta = \frac{\pi}{2}$ or $\frac{3\pi}{2}$ in Eq.(4)), the RSS reaches its lowest value. It is caused by the mismatch between the polarized directions of the antenna and the tag. Thus we can know the tag’s current direction if the current RSS reaches its lowest value.

In OmniTrack, with two antennas $A_1$ and $A_2$ as shown in Fig. 14, we rotate the tag anticlockwise. The RSS received by $A_1$ will first capture a lowest value at time $t_0$, then we mark a corresponding time $t_1$ at antenna $A_2$. After that, antenna $A_2$ will capture a lowest value at time $t_2$. We know that during the time period ($t_1, t_2$), the tag rotates for $\Delta \theta$. In order to calculate $\Delta \theta$, we retrieve the phase values $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ corresponding to $t_1$ and $t_2$ at antenna $A_2$. So according to the model in Eq.(4), the $\Delta \theta = k|\phi_2 - \phi_1|$. In another case, if the tag rotates clockwise, the $\Delta \theta$ is $2\pi - k|\phi_2 - \phi_1|$: $k$ is the fixed phase changing rate in Eq.(4).

We already know the hyperbola and the intersecting angle $\Delta \theta$ in Fig. 14, then we can solve out both the location and orientation of the tag if we define the line connecting two antennas as the X axis and the vertical bisector of the two antennas as the Y axis. The set of equations is expressed below:

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{x^2}{a^2} - \frac{y^2}{b^2} &= 1 \\
n^2 - a^2 &= b^2 (b > 0) \\
d_1^2 + d_2^2 - 2d_1d_2 \cos \theta &= 4n^2
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Since the phase value corresponding to the lowest RSS is recorded when we rotate the tag, any orientation of the tag relative to the antenna can be calculated from the phase difference according to Eq.(4).

We could find the initialization of the system is reduced to solve an equation set, which incurs negligible computational cost into the system. As for the channel hopping time and the rotation time, in industrial system, there are preparation zones for each production lines, so these operations could be finished at these places not to incur extra costs to the system.

4.2.3 Initialization in a Straight Line

In practice, we can exploit some characteristics in real industrial applications like the product lines. In industrial
product lines, products often move in a straight line with a constant speed \(v\) as shown in Fig. 15. Moreover, there will be limited orientation changes.

In such scenarios, as the target moves along the path, the phase received by antenna \(A_1\) will decrease to a minimum value and increase afterwards. When the phase is at the minimum value, the line connecting the target and the antenna will be perpendicular to the moving direction. Since we can obtain the timestamps of the phase values at \(L_1\) and \(L_2\), we can calculate the moving distance between them as \(v \Delta t\).

### 4.3 Calibration

The iterative calculation in tracking is likely to accumulate errors. Therefore, we design a calibration component to eliminate the accumulated error.

We first conduct the experiments to find the characteristics of the received signal when the tag is moving and rotating. We slide a tag back and forth in a distance of 20 cm and draw the RSS change in Fig. 18 (a). Also, we rotate the tag to measure the RSS value and present the result in Fig. 18 (b).

From Fig. 18, we find: (1) The RSS change caused by tag’s rotation is far more than that caused location displacement. In other word, if the tag’s rotation is the main movement when tracking, we could ignore the effect of the tag’s displacement on the RSS. (2) The RSS change caused by the tag’s rotation satisfies the sinusoid relation and the RSS value is related to the rotating angle.

In most scenarios, the rotation of the target is common and frequent. So in OmniTrack, we try to first capture those intervals that the target’s rotation is dominant and it has almost no movement, then we can search for a proper initial orientation so that all RSS changes in these intervals can fit the sinusoid function well. There are two steps to finish the task: (1) finding the calibration intervals; (2) designing suitable algorithm to calibrate the orientation.

**Calibration Interval:** The calibration in OmniTrack is passively triggered in a calibration interval. Specifically, the calibration interval is specified according to the observation above: the tag’s rotation is the main movement. In the implementation, we define two variables to detect the calibration interval: the total rotating angle \(\theta\) and the total moving distance \(d\) during the interval. The interval is detected if \(\theta > \theta_i\) and \(d < d_i\), where \(\theta_i\) and \(d_i\) are predefined parameters (\(d_i=10\) cm, \(\theta_i=30^\circ\) in our implementation).

**Calibration Algorithm:** In the calibration interval, we can obtain a series of rotation angles as \(\{\Delta \theta_i\}\) based on our tracking module and our goal is to calibrate the orientation at the beginning of the interval. According to our second observation, we can model these RSS changes as:

\[
\text{RSS} = P \cdot |\sin(\theta + \Delta \theta)| + P_{\text{offset}}
\]

where \(P\) is the maximum RSS range and \(P_{\text{offset}}\) is the strength offset. We denote the series of RSS differences corresponding to the rotation angles as \(\{\Delta \text{RSS}_i\}\) and the initial orientation angle we want to calibrate as \(\theta_o\).

Our goal is to search for an initial orientation angle that can make the theoretical RSS series suits \(\{\Delta \text{RSS}_i\}\) best. The theoretical \(\Delta \text{RSS}_i\) has the expression below:

\[
\Delta \text{RSS}_i = P \cdot |\sin(\theta + \Delta \theta_{i+1})| - |\sin(\theta + \Delta \theta_i)|
\]

### 4.4 Extension to the 3D Orientation-aware Tracking

The RSS range \(P\) depends on many factors like the tag’s distance to the antenna and the transmitting power of the reader, it is hard to accurately acquire the parameter. Instead, we turn to the metric \(\frac{\Delta \text{RSS}_{i+1}}{\Delta \text{RSS}_i}\), which can eliminate the parameter \(P\). We enumerate the angle \(\theta\) in the range from 0 to \(2\pi\) with the accuracy of \(1^\circ\) and set the angle that minimizes the \(\sum (\frac{\Delta \text{RSS}_{i+1}}{\Delta \text{RSS}_i})^2\) as the calibrated angle at the beginning of the interval. One thing we should notice is that theoretically we could obtain two angles that both minimize the metric because of the periodicity of the RSS change model. The difference between the two angles is just \(\pi\). Thus if the angle calculated is not close to the angle \(\theta_o\), we will use the corresponding angle that close to \(\theta_o\).

The location could be calibrated with the calibrated orientations at different antennas using the method in initialization module.
observed phases to calculate the probability of next state:

$$P^p_i (loc, orien) = \frac{1}{\sum_p^K e^{i[\Delta \phi^p_i - \Delta \phi^p_i]/K}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)$$

where $\Delta \phi^p_i$ is the phase received by antenna $p$. Then those combinations with highest probabilities will be selected as the candidates for particle filtering.

For consecutive $N$ samplings, we will have many trajectories and the long-term RSSI pattern will be exploited to remove the unlikely trajectories. For example, when the tag points to an antenna, its RSSI will drop fast. The RSSI will also experience a significant drop when the tag moves far away from the antenna. These patterns can help us remove the candidates. At last the trajectories with the highest probability will be output as the final trajectory of the target.

5 Discussion

**Multi-path effect:** The multi-path effect is a common problem for phase-based tracking. By examining the real industrial application scenarios, we find that multi-path effect can be avoided as much as possible, by deploying the reader antennas at appropriate positions. For example, for tracking medicine bottles on a biopharmaceutical production line (Fig. 1), one can deploy the antennas sufficiently close to the line to ensure the quality of line-of-sight signals [23]. Even when the multi-path signals really interfere with phase calculation, we can take effective countermeasures, e.g. channel hopping in MobiTagbot [14], to mitigate the negative impact.

**Scalability:** Note that the communication range of a RFID reader providing phase information in our evaluation is typically several meters. How to extend the deployment of OmniTrack and make it seamlessly cover a large area becomes a meaningful issue. For reliable and seamless tracking, one can deploy multiple pairs of antennas in different subareas. The antennas should be synchronized at the backend with intersected monitoring areas. Knowing the real-time location of a tag, the reader is able to determine when and to which antenna a handover of tracking responsibility should be made. Multiple antennas can also improve the tracking performance. We can detect the impact of the multipath by measuring the linearity of the phase change when hopping the channels [14]. Therefore, we can select those antennas free of the multi-path effect for OmniTrack.

**Tracking performance with multiple tags:** The performance of OmniTrack can be affected when there are many tags in the field. The sampling rate for each tag will be decreased to affect the phase collection. In order to illustrate how many tags OmniTrack can support with COTS RFID systems, we build a theoretical model to analyze it. Suppose the querying rate of the reader is $S$ with the number of tags as $N$, the target can be queried with the rate of $S/N$ on average. In fact, the querying rate $S$ won’t be assigned equally due to the different RSSIs of the tags. The movements of the tags will average the querying rate so that we can treat it as $S/N$. The relationship between the phase change and the distance change is $\Delta \phi = 4\pi \Delta d/\lambda$. Therefore, if we want to ensure the cm-level accuracy, we expect the reader can capture the phase change corresponding to 1cm distance change. With a moving speed of $v$, the moving distance of consecutive queries will be $\frac{\Delta d}{S/N}$ for the target tag. We expect the moving distance is less then 1cm so we can have $N < \frac{\Delta d}{S/N}$. In COTS RFID systems, the querying rate will be around 100 samples/sec and the target moving speed will be about 0.1m/s in many product lines like luggage sorting in the airport. Therefore, we can support $N < 10$ tags without significant performance degradation. It is worth noting that such capability can satisfy a wide range of applications.

**Tracking performance with longer distances:** Typically, ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) passive tags can be read from up to 4~6m in free air [13]. Within the accessible range of the reader, the performance of OmniTrack is directly related to the sampling rate of a tag. When the distance between a tag and the reader increases, the sampling rate of the tag decreases so that the tag’s movement can’t be accurately reflected based on the phase change between two adjacent samples. According to [13], the sampling rate won’t change much within a distance of 2m, but will decrease rapidly when the distance exceeds around 4m. Therefore, OmniTrack can achieve the cm-level accuracy within a range of 2m when the tag is moving at a typical speed of 0.1~0.28m/s in product lines. The performance will degrade to dm-level when the sampling rate decreases to 10% with over 5m distance. When the distance exceeds 6m, OmniTrack fails to track the tag, because under that condition, the sampling rate will decrease to 0. We may resort to the multiple-antenna solution to preserve the scalability of OmniTrack, which we have discussed in the second paragraph of this section.

6 Evaluation

We implement OmniTrack on COTS devices and compare it with two state-of-the-arts approaches under different experimental settings.

**Implementation:** In the implementation and experiments, we use an Impinj Speedway R420 RFID reader, two Laird circular polarized antennas, and Alien UHF linear-polarized RFID tags. The whole system operates at the 920-926 MHz band, with frequency hopping enabled. We configure the reader to immediately report the phase reading, whenever a tag is detected. The software is implemented using C# and runs in a MSI desktop PC with Intel Core i7 6700 CPU at 2.6 GHz and 8G memory.

**Methodology:** We attach a tag onto a rotator that is mounted on top of a toy train. Fig. 19 shows the setup and the train rails. We conduct two types of experiments:
tracking without rotation and tracking with rotation. In the former experiment, orientation changes are only caused by the train movement. We manually set the rotator to rotate in the latter experiment. The rotating speed is set to $10^\circ$/s throughout the evaluation.

We evaluate the performance of tracking in terms of the localization error and the orientation error. The ground-truth location of the target is calculated according to the train speed. The ground-truth orientation is acquired based on the rotating speed. We compare OmniTrack with state-of-the-art approaches: Tagoram [26] and BackPos [8]. We implement the three approaches with the same hardware.

### 6.1 Tracking without Rotation

We first evaluate the performance without manual rotation. The movement speed of the train is set at the same magnitude as the existing works like Tagoram.

**Linear Rail:** In this experiment, the train drives on the linear rail as shown in Fig. 19 (a). The train’s speed is set at three levels ($0.127$m/s, $0.203$m/s, and $0.286$m/s). We repeat the experiment 25 times and calculate the average location error of OmniTrack, Tagoram, and BackPos. CDFs of location error are plotted in Fig. 20.

When the train’s speed $v = 0.127$m/s, the average location errors of Tagoram, OmniTrack and BackPos are $2.4cm$, $3.4cm$, and $8.3cm$, respectively. When the moving speed $v = 0.203$m/s, the average location errors of Tagoram, OmniTrack, and BackPos are $3.9cm$, $5.1cm$, and $11.7cm$. For $v = 0.286$m/s, the errors increase to $4.9cm$, $7.2cm$, and $13.1cm$. As the speed increases, all the three approaches suffer accuracy degradation because of the decreased sampling rate. Tagoram has the best performance, owning to the prior knowledge of the movement trajectory. The accuracy of OmniTrack is close to that of Tagoram, without the requirement of prior knowledge. BackPos is apparently less accurate, due to the impact of orientation change.

**Circular Rail:** We then conduct experiments on a circular rail as in Fig. 19 (b). We compare OmniTrack with Tagoram and BackPos and plot the CDFs of location error in Fig. 21.

It shows that the average location errors of OmniTrack are $6.1cm$, $7.1cm$, and $8.5cm$ when the moving speeds are $0.127$m/s, $0.203$m/s, and $0.286$m/s, respectively. The tag’s orientation keeps changing due to the circular rail, even though we don’t manually rotate it. The orientation change affects the location errors of the three approaches. It is worth noticing that the accuracy gap between OmniTrack and Tagoram is reduced due to the orientation-aware model used in OmniTrack. However, Tagoram still achieves the best accuracy, owing to the prior knowledge of the movement. So in the next experiments, we evaluate the performance in more complex scenarios, which emulate the practical industrial applications scenarios.

### 6.2 Tracking with Rotation

In this section, we evaluate the three approaches when tracking the targets with rotation. The two rails are the straight rail and S-shape rail respectively. We also set the rotator to rotate at $10^\circ$/s at certain spots along the rails.

**Straight Track:** We plot the CDF of location errors in Fig. 22. The train’s speed is set at three levels (0.104$m$/s, 0.186$m$/s, and 0.232$m$/s).

We can see that OmniTrack apparently outperforms Tagoram and BackPos. When the train’s speed is 0.104$m$/s, the average location errors of OmniTrack, Tagoram, and BackPos are 4.3cm, 7.7cm, and 13.3cm, respectively. In term of location error, OmniTrack outperforms Tagoram and BackPos by 1.8× and 3.1×, respectively. The reason behind is that OmniTrack quantifies the impact of tag orientation on phase readings and eliminates that negative impact by using the orientation-aware model.

Comparing the results of Figs. 20 and 22, OmniTrack has consistently stable location accuracy, no matter the tag rotates or not. In comparison, the accuracy of Tagoram and BackPos apparently degrades when the tag rotation is introduced.

To further understand the advantage of OmniTrack, we present the error changes of the three approaches on the straight rail. The results are shown in Fig. 26. We can clearly observe that at every rotation spot, the location errors of Tagoram and BackPos significantly increase while OmniTrack keeps the error at a low level. The reason is OmniTrack explicitly deals with the problem of orientation change.
S-shape Track: We then conduct experiments on a complex S-shape rail and set the rotator to rotate during the tracking. The total length of the track is 232 cm. The train’s speed is set at three levels, namely 0.102m/s, 0.174m/s, and 0.232m/s.

We plot the CDF of location errors in Fig. 23. We can find that the S-shape rail with more turns and rotations exacerbates the problem with the orientation-obliviousness model in BackPos and Tagoram. The average location errors of Tagoram and BackPos are 9.7cm and 14.3cm, respectively, when the train’s speed \( v = 0.102m/s \). In comparison, OmniTrack has an average location error of only 5.7cm, outperforming Tagoram and BackPos.

6.3 Accuracy of Orientation

OmniTrack can simultaneously calculate a tag’s orientation, which cannot be done by either Tagoram or BackPos.

We record the orientation errors during the experiments of tracking targets without rotation in Section 6.1. Fig. 24 presents the means and variations of orientation errors. The average orientation error on the linear rail is 3.2°, 4.6°, and 5.5°, when the train’s speed \( v \) is 0.127m/s, 0.203m/s, and 0.286m/s, respectively. On the circular rail, the average orientation error is 10.3°, 12.8°, and 15.6°, respectively under the corresponding speed. The orientation error on the circular rail is higher than that on a linear rail, because orientation change is more frequent and continuous on the circular rail. Besides, the attenuation of backscattered signals may be larger when the train drives on the semicircle farther to the antennas. Then the RSS and phase readings appear to be more noisy, potentially inducing higher errors.

We record the orientation errors during the experiments of tracking targets with rotation in Section 6.2. Fig. 25 shows the means and variations of orientation errors. The average orientation errors on the straight rail are 5.7°, 6.0°, and 8.5°, when the moving speeds are 0.102m/s, 0.174m/s, and 0.232m/s, respectively. On the S-shape rail, the average orientation errors are 8.3°, 10.6°, and 13.4°, respectively under the corresponding speed. The orientation error on the S-shape rail is higher because orientation change is more frequent on the S-shape rail.

6.4 Accuracy of Initialization

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the initialization in OmniTrack. We select 12 positions on the circular rail to separately initialize OmniTrack. The selected positions are shown in Fig. 19.

In our approach, we use the channel hopping to obtain distance difference to two antennas. In COTS RFID reader, the number of the available channels is limited. We evaluate the distance difference with 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 channels. We present the results of the experiments in Fig. 28. The results are shown in Fig. 28. We can find the estimation accuracy increases with the number of used channels. But using multiple channels is time-consuming because the reader has to access the channels in a round-robin manner. We should set a delicate tradeoff between the estimation accuracy and the time used for initialization. From the results in Fig. 28, we can find that the improvement is limited when using more than 8 channels. Therefore, in our current implementation, we select 8 channels to perform the distance difference estimation in the initialization component.
We conduct initialization at each position for 10 times. The results of the location error are shown in Fig. 29. The average location error is 1.7cm. For positions No. 4 and No. 8, the location errors are higher than the average. At the two positions, the tag is set to point to the antennas, which will cause the polarization direction of the tag to be perpendicular to the antenna plane. Therefore, the RSSI will drop significantly, which leads to the lower sampling rate. The results of the orientation error are shown in Fig. 30. The average orientation error is below 7° at the 12 positions. The orientation errors at position No. 4 and No. 8 are still higher than others because of the lower sampling rates.

6.5 Accuracy of the Calibration

We evaluate the orientation calibration in this experiment. The rotation spots on the rails naturally become the opportunities for orientation calibration. We plot the orientation error before and after calibration at each spot in Fig. 31. From the results, we can find the calibration on the rails naturally becomes a 3D rail. We set the speed as 0.232 m/s, and plot the location errors in Fig. 33. The results show that OmniTrack can be extended to 3D tracking with the average location errors as 6.3cm, 7.5cm, 8.8cm. It proves the generalizability of our orientation-aware phase model.

6.7 3D Tracking

We evaluate the performance in 3D space. The rotator is set to rotate around two axis and we pad the rail up to form a 3D rail. We set the speed as 0.104 m/s, 0.186 m/s, and 0.232 m/s and plot the location errors in Fig. 33. The results show that OmniTrack performs well in 3D space and achieves centimeter-level location accuracy in industrial CPS.

Accurate tracking of targets is a significant problem in industrial CPS. In this work, we look into the signal propagation process between a RFID reader and a tag. For the first time in the community, we discover and quantify the impact of tag orientation on phase change. Based on this finding, we propose OmniTrack, an orientation-aware RFID tracking approach that is applicable to COTS RFID systems. Unlike the existing phase-based proposals, OmniTrack employs an orientation-aware phase model for target tracking and efficiently deals with various orientation-dependent problems. The evaluation results demonstrate that OmniTrack achieves centimeter-level location accuracy and has significant advantages in tracking targets with varying orientations, compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
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